Hogalised Drawings 1 – Introduction and scanning the plan
Introduction
I have been asked by Steve to do a tutorial on how to produce a tracing of a plan using TurboCad. I have obtained all my drawings by tracing
magazine scans, plan scans and downloads from the internet. To achieve the results requires the minimum of skill sets from TurboCad; you are
doing no more than a 2D drawing with ample guidance. To do this then consider first the software you will require. They are:
A scanner and scanning program: The scanner I have is a Dell 968 AIO. I do not use the proprietary Dell scanning program although I am sure
this would suffice. I use ReadIris 9 (I have ReadIris 11 but this does not work with Windows 7, OK on Windows XP). All the scans are done at
600dpi and saved in .jpeg format.
A manipulation program: Until recently I used Paint. Now there are limitations with Paint but it does the job which is to tidy the scans up,
enhance them and end up with a .bmp file. I have now changed to GIMP which is a free download and seems to mirror Photoshop very closely.
A drawing program: I use TurboCad Deluxe 17 at the present moment. In the past I have used versions 9, 12, and 14 and now version 18 has hit
the stands. All versions have done the job; we do not need the full blown TurboCad Pro. When I first started I was even using the drawing
package in StarOffice 6. I have also used AutoCad but do not find this as intuitive as TurboCad. So what I am saying is any drawing package
will do provided you are happy with it and are willing to put time in to learn it.
The pc I have is an ACER all in one with a 23” screen. The pc has Windows 7, 64bit home, installed but previously I have used XP and ME
editions. In the world of drawings, big is beautiful. I started on a 15” CRT (if you can remember them), onto a 17” flat screen and to be honest I
would never revert to a smaller screen – although if I am away on business I use my laptop with a 15” screen (a sure fire guarantee to while
away boring nights by yourself in a hotel).
So looking at the list above if you are reading this then you probably have the hardware and just need the software.

Scanning
There is nothing special here but, if possible, find the best settings and save them. I have a ReadIris settings file called Plans.ibt which means
that the scan quality is always the same.
For ReadIris 9 to get the settings and save them:
Source
We wish to upload from a scanner so select
this option from the ‘Source’ button

Options

Click on the ‘Options’
button and select the 3
available options

Scanner

Click on the
scanner button

To show the ‘Scanner’
dialogue box

The three steps above have now put in the settings we require to get a reasonable scan from the system. As previously mentioned
this settings need to be saved.

Save

Select File in the toolbar
to show the dropdown

The settings can be saved and
reloaded using these two commands

After saving the settings (somewhere that can be remembered) the .ibt file will be available to load whenever you wish to scan
plans again via the ‘Load Settings’ Command

Now for the scan, insert the plan onto the scanner bed and then press scan:

Select the scan button

The scan is running

Before you start ensure your settings are as you want them and, all being well, the transfer data dialogue box will appear.

After a short while you scan appears before you with different coloured boxes on it – representing what have been recognised as
text and graphics.

Text box

Graphics
box

This looks fine and dandy. We have a good image, it has the correct orientation and it looks reasonable deskewed. However we
want an image.
So to remove any unwanted boxes select all boxes (CTRL+A) and delete using DELETE. You will end up with just the scan.

At this point we can either save all we see on the work area or we can be selective.

To save all you see on the tool bar select ‘File’ and from the dropdown select ‘Save Full Page as Image’

Select ‘File’

Save from here

This selection will open a new dialogue box as shown:

From the dialogue box select ‘Save as type’ JPEG (*peg)’ and move the slider that appears toward ‘Best Quality’ All you have to
do then is select where you want to save the file and what you want to call it. The plan being copied here is the Slick Schick from
the July 1968 Aeromodeller.
If, however, you only require a select part of the scan, say for instance the Golden Wings badge, then select the ‘Graphics, button

to highlight the area required and then save image via the ‘Save Graphic’ button

Select ‘File’
Select Graphics
button

Select ‘Save
Graphics’

Draw blue box around
required image

The ‘Save Graphics’ brings up the same dialogue box seen in the previous screen shot. In this case though only the area
encompassed by the box will be saved.

So our efforts to date have given us two .jpeg files as shown below.

To complete a full scan of the Slick Schick I required five scans which will give me some overlap to make the stitching of the
plan easier.
In the next tutorial we will deal with Image Manipulation using GIMP

